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D)IGEST: 1, GAO dobs not believ4 agency acted
unreasonably in poirotine out by letter
;t defiqicncies in ;rovenier1s veoani-
cal proposal rather than conducting
"give and take" oral negotintions, or
in ftiling to negotiate further when
revised proposal was also conzdiderad
deficient, as there is no inflexible
rule used in construing the requijremoent
in 10 U,3,C, £30k1(c) for writttcn or
oral diacusisions, rather extent and
content oi' discussions is prin-rily
for agency determination, Further-
more, it would be unfair for agency
to help one oLferor through successive
rounds of discussions to bring its
proposal up to level of other ade-
quate proposals whore offeror's revised
proposal contains large niuaber of un-
corrected deficiencies resulting frcrn
offeror's lack of competence, diligence or
inventiveness.

2. Rejection of revised proposal is
not improper since determination as to
whether proposal is technically accept-
able is primarily rntter z'or adminis-
trative discretion and record does not
show agency conclusion that protestea''s
proposed approach contains deficiencies
which present unacceptable risk that
proposed system would not meet desired
standards is unreasonable.
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3, Although GAO recognizes that coLt tihowid be
considered in deterniiing most advanttgeo±tu
proposal in negotiated procurei.ult, 7rotestirls
proposal was properly rejqcted as tc~hnically
unacceptable even though pro~p3sed cost was l3uw.

On August 20, 1973, request fpr prCTmfsals (RF\') No, R61339-
74-R-0002 was issued by the flav.'rainthg Nquixzent Center, _ 2/

2 Orlg.,fVlorida for the procnremcqat on iL costwplua. -fixed-fee
Waie of one rviation Wide Angie Visual yrstem with 'elated
data and support items, The system is to be integrate*tdO with
an existing aircraft simulator, It wit). p:esent the $mage o0'
an aircraft carrier and respond to inputs rlom an instructor
end a pilot.

Proposals were received from four firms and opened on the
amended closing date of Ootober 12, 19739 The initial technical
eviluation of proposals resulted in a determnination that Austin's
and one other proposal were unacreptcble'because major systemn
modification would be required, Nevertheless, the Procuremenc
Advisory Board determined that the twio unacceptable offerors
should be permitted the opportunity to correct their deficiencies.
Accordingly, by letter dated Decemlaet' 19, 1973, the agency
pointed out 24 areas considered defiuient in Austin's techmical
proposal, Austin submitted a portj1on of its proposal revisions
by letter dated January 7, 1974,1 iihile the remainder were sub-
mittb:d via telecopier on January 214, 1974, The revised techni-
cal proposals of all offerors were evaluated and by letter dated
February 13, 1974, Austin was informed that its proposal as re-
vised was considered technically unacceptable. At the request
of Austin a debriefing conference was held on February 26, 1974,
during which the reasons for determining Austin's proposal un-
acceptable were discussed in depth,

Bricfly stated, it is Austin's position that had the Navy
clearly and completely pointed out the technical deficiencies
in Austin's proposal during negotlations, that firm would have
been able to bring its proposal up to an acceptable levels
Austin insists that its proposal, which it states offers the
lowest cost estimate, was rejected for deficiencies which are
either thcl result of misunderstandings between Austin tnd. the
1cdny or whiuh can be easily remedied with only an inconsequential
impact on its cost proposal.

For reasons discussed below the protest is denied.
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The Navy's re.1?ution letter lists six main areas in which Austin's
revised proposal was considered. techoiecily unacceptable. Although
there are. additional Areas of ifleged technical shortcoming8 in the
revised proposal the dispute concerning the Nlavy's negotiation
techniques and the agrency's rejection of the Austin proposal is
focused mainly on these six major arers, the first three areas of
dispute are concerned DrinariJ.v Bith Austin's contention that, the
sgency tailed to conauc; neaningnfl neaociavions, whMiae tne re-
.aining three arerts are irainly concerned with the propriety of Navy's

technical evaluation of' the Austin proposal,

The first area of' dirnute concerns the flavy's conclusion that:
wvTarget image generation Aystem cannot brovide nearly infinite
target rotation rates required to simulate bolter near center of
uarrier model. rotation," Austin concedes that its proposed
camera gantry, design approacci, which is based on polar coordinates,
:Ls not in accordance with the Navy's design conception which is
bcased on cartesion coordinates, 1oWrever, AuEtvn iJsiuas t;iat had
the Navy established mneaningful discussions vith Austin, tt would
have been able to convince the agency of the superiority oC its
polar coordinate design apprroch, In any event, Austin contends
that its design could be eP.aily modified with the addition of one
mCore "servo", to conform co the Navy's requircments,

The agency disagrees with Austin on both counts. It is the
Navy's position that protracted discussions with Austin would
nfo hive induced it to drop the cartesion coordinate systen,
which it insists has been proven to be both cost e;Vfeetive and
reliable through years of use by conmercial airlines. The
Navy also feels that Austin's system as proposed would "not
work in practice." Concerning the modifications necessary to
transform Austin's proposed system to an acceptable one, the
Navy argues that Austin's proposed additional. "servo" is not
a simple modiflcation but would necessitate added complexity in
the mechanical structure of the gantry and the computer program.

The next two areas of dispute concern the Navy's second and
third reasons for disqualifying the Austin proposal, which are air
follows:(2) "Non-linear mapping function of background pro-
jection lons would distort insetting hole such that registration
of target image with insetting hole would not be possible", and
(3) "Background projection lens would distort and compress the
carrier wake image out of tolerance near the edge of projection
:Cield,"
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Austin insists that had the Wavy spicifically pointed out these
problsms during negotiations it could have easily provided their
solution, In fast, Austin contends that the information needed to
answer the fir4t problem area, was already included in its initial
proposal. Austin also notes that "a few minutes dialog- could
have eliminated the second problem area,

The navy counters that these two "disqualifications" relate
directly to question Wto, 12 of its negotiation letter, irhich pro-
vides ua followa: "Complitnce is not shown for tha display of
special effects1 such an a band of fog with the specified back-
ground distortion tolerance." The agency explains that the two
"disqulifications" and question lo. 12 are three manifestations
of the same problem. Specifically, it is argued that Austin
faile& to propose a means to compensate for background image
distortion, which the Navy reports is inherent in the non-
linear mapping function of the baclirn'ound projection lens, The
rec-ord indicates that Austin has proposed to project special
effects, the insetting hole, and thr; carrier waIke image through
the distorted field of the background projection lens, The
agency argues that all three areas would require the same type
of correction since they are projected through the same lens.

Although, as Austin argues, it is possible that it would
have benefited if these deficient areas were the subject of a
"give &nd take" oral negotiation session, we do not believe the
Navy's failure to engage in thin method of r-gotiation was an
abuse of discretion. Section 2304(g) of title 10 of the United
States Code requires that written or oral discussions be held
rith all responsible offerora determined to be within the com-
petitive range, price and other factors considered, le have
held that in order to have meaningful discussions within the
intent o1' 2304(g), generally, offerors should be advised of the
Lreas in which their proposals have been judged deficient so
that they may have the opportunity to satisfy the Government's
requirements and the Goverwme.nt may thereby obtain the full
benefits of competition. 47 Comp. Gen. 29 (1967); id. 336 (1967);
51 Comp, Genfl+ 431 (1972); 52 Comp. Gen, 466 (1973). At the
same time we have recognized that there is no fixed, inflexible
rule concerning the requirement for written or oral discussions;
rather the content and extent of discussions needed to meet the
requirement is a matter of judgment primarily for determination
by the procuring agency, and such determination is not subject to
question by our Office unless clearly without a reasonable basis,
51 Comp, Gen, 621 (1972). There is no requirement that negotiations
be conducted in a "give aLnd take" oral session so long as they are
otherwise metaningful. Furthermore, we believe it would be unfair
for an agency to help one offeror through successive roundi of
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discussions to bring its proposal up to the level of other adequate
proposals where that offeror *as been given the opportunity to
correct a large number of deficiencies and such revisions as are
made SAtill leave a number of uncorrected deficiencies as a re-
sult of the offeror's lack of competence, diligevne, or in-
ventivenesn, 51 Compq acn, 621 (1972), In the circumstances
reported here. wre are unable to conclude that the nenotiations
were not "meaningful" within the conteamplation oC the ±pplicaole
statute,

Austin also argues that it was not allowed sufficie.nt time
in which to prepare its responses to the flavyr negotiation letter,
and insists that Navy technical personnel were unavailable to
clarify alleged "abstractions" in certain of the Navy's questions.

In this connection, tll offerors were notified by letter
Mated Detember 19, 1973, of deficiencies in their respective
proposals and given until January t3, 1974, to make any revisions,
In addition, agency personnel did provide Austin with oral
clarifications concerning the computer portion of the proposal
when requested and permitted Austin to submit addib$onal. pro-
posal revisions. in these circumstances, we do not believe it
may properly be said that Austin was deprived of an equitable
opportunity to revise its proposal,

Austin points out that the Navy erroneously concluded that
its proposal states that it will "use existing spare TRADEC
digital-to-synchro converters." Therefore, Austin argues that
the Navy had no justification to downgraie the Austin proposal
because of the alleged lack of "TRADEC digital-to-synchro con-
verters, "

Page 2-72, paragraph 2.11.2, of the Austin proposall provides
that "a count of the I/O requirements shows that. the existing
spares in the TRADEC computing system will be adequate to cover
the needs of AWAVS. A list of the AWAVS interface assignments and
the TRADEC spare capacity followa this page." The referenced
list showB a requirement for "6 D/S". This was interpreted by
the agency to mean digital-to- synchro converters. The record
indicates that at the debriefing Austin stated that the number
"six" did not refer to digital-to-synchro converters but to
digital-to-synchro channels. The Navy concludes that since
each synchro channel requires two analog channels, the approach
Austin proposed at the debriefing exceeds the available spare
TRADEC digital-to-analog channels. Therefore, it is the Navy's
position that regardless of the interpretation plaoed on the
symbol "D/S" in the Austin proposal the TRADEC spare capacity is
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exceeded. There is no evidence in the record which indicates that
the Navy's position is erroneous in this regard.

The Navy's rejection letter cites as one of the six major
reasons for rejection of Austin's proposal its conclusion that
Austin's computer timing and executive scheduling concept is
rt4,-' nnVu4,Kl 2, Irrn 4ff -. -4 41-f rv 4- 4 4. A-nln nP4 44,^ li.'^nr

admaitted that its wording of this deficiency was faulty and
that 'it did not consider Austin's computer telring to be un-
feasible. h1ow0ever, vze urgdirstelnd that the rvjercy does question
the ctpability of Austin'o proposed executive program to pro-
vide the required synchronization betvw:,ien the twro computers
Austin asserts that during the debriefing the iavy indicated
that its objection to this portion of the proposal. was that
Austin inerely listed interprocessor interrupt equipment in its
equipment list without specifying its particular function in
the poropocd 8vsten, Austin ncites that in its response to the
Navy negotiation letter it indicated that synchronization is
to be accomplisheo4 by means of the interprocensor. ThM agencyJ
continues to insist that Austin's response is inadequate
because, although Austin indicated the general function of
the interprocessor, it never specified how the equipment would
provide synchronization. We are unable to conclude that the
agency's position in this regard is unreasonable or erroneous.

Further, it is Austin's position that in general the six
disqualification areas provide little foundation for the re-
jection of the proposal, The record indicates that Austin's
proposal was rejected for several interrelated reasons,
"abstraction where detail was required; failure to recognize
and/or provide acceptable approaches in certain critical areas;
demonstrating originally, and not later adequately curing,
many proposal deficiencies". It may be true that one of the
areas of disqualification, standing alone would not justiiJ
rejection of Austin's proposal; however, it is clear from the
record that Austin's proposed approach contained deficiencies
which in the Navy's opinion presented an unacceptable risk
that Austin's proposed system would meet the desired per-
formance standards. rLo' example, the final proposal
evaluation report shows that agency technical personnel con-
cluded that Austin's proposal was unacceptable in the com-
puter area because the Austin proposal indicated that it had
not "performed the required analysis to the detail required
to clearly indicate the computer capabilities". Further, the
report states, "it is apparent they do not fully comprehend
the magnitude or the complexity of the AWAVS system". In
addition to expressing dissatisfaction with the Austin proposal
in such diverse areas as, "Installation Requirements","Simulation
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Bequirements", "Special Effects" "Display Screen" and "Cockpit",
the report indicates that tfe Navy evaluators did not believe that
most of AustiJi's responses to the 24 questions raised in the
negotiation letter were acceptable and, therefore, major systn
redesign and equipment additions would have been required to
correct technical defii.tencies.

It is not our function to resolve technical disputes of this
nature, We have held that the determination an to iihetiher a pro-
posal is technically acceptable is primarily a matter of adminis-
trative discretion which wrill not be disturbed by our Office in
thetabsence of a clear ahowing that such determination was un-
reasonable, 52 Comp, Gen, 382 (1973); 49 Comp, Gen, 309 (1969).
Furthermore, where a proposal is so inaterially deficient that
it could not be made acceptable without major revisions, there
is nQ requirement that discussions be conducted with the offeror,
52 Comrp. Gon. 865 (17/3)* W1a have also recognized that even
though a proposal is initially considered within the competitive
range, subsequent revisions of that proposal may result in a
determination, as in the instant case, that such a proposal
is no longer technically acceptable and therefore no longer
within the competitive range, 52 Comp. Gen. 195, 208 (1972).
Here, although Austin's initial proposal was determined
technically unacceptable discussions were conducted with Austin
pursuant to ASPI 3-805,2(a) (DiC #110) which provides that
when there is doubt as to whether a uroposal is within the
competitive range that doubt shall be resolved by including it.
Austin's proposl revisions submitted as a result of discussions
failed to resolve the Havy's initial doubts, It is our view
that the evaluation record contains sufficient evidence to
reasonably support the Navy' determination that Austin's
revised proposal was technically unacceptable,

Throughout Austin's arg.nent it has emphasized the point
that the agency exercised "poor business judgment" in ignoring
the cost savings inherent in Austin's allegedly lower cost
estimate. Although we recognize that coot shoulC2 be considered
in determining the most advantageous proposal for the Govern-
ment, we have held that a proposal properly may be considered
unacceptable solely because of technical unacceptability even
though the rejected offeror's proposed coats are lowest,
B-176598, December 11, 1972.

We have carefully reviewed the entire record, including
Austin's "Deficiency Summary Chart" which summarizes Austin's
position in regard to each of the 24 deficiencies cited by the
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Navy negotiation letter, and the Nlavy's eveluation reports, and
we arn! unable to conclude that the rejection of Austin's proposal
was unreasonable or the retult of inadequate negotiation techniques
on the part of the agency. The protest is therefore denied.

Deputy Comptroller Generat
of the United States
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